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I. INTRODUCTION: PHYSICAL MOTIVATION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
In this paper we develop a qualitative theory of control dynamical systems 
on compact manifolds where the free motion (with the controller identically 
zero) is conservative. The theory arose through speculations on control and 
capture problems of astronautics and celestial mechanics. However the main 
mathematical results are the Recurrence Theorem 1? generalizing the 
Poincare-Caratheodory Theorem [l 11, and a General Transitivity Theorem 2, 
which can be understood as a Global Controllability Theorem [6]. 
Before describing the mathematical results in more detail, let us briefly 
recall the original dynamical studies that motivate our theory of control 
dynamical systems. Imagine a derelict spaceship adrift without power in the 
solar system, or some other astronomical system. The position, velocity, 
and future course of the derelict are known with exact precision as it follows 
its inertial trajectory through the gravitational field of the space. A robot 
rescue ship is dispatched to steer through space with an engine of limited 
thrust, but essentially eternal capabi!ity. The rescue ship must steer a 
controlled trajectory through the conservative gravitational field and capture 
the derelict. The gravitational field in the astronomical system is not assumed 
to be constant, or even periodic in time (as in earlier work of the authors), 
but may be almost periodic or even vary in a more aperiodic manner as time 
elapses during the capture process. 
Since the steering engine of the rescue ship has a very small thrust, the 
robot must program some strategy of tracking or leading the derelict in its 
trajectory. In any case the orbital revolutions of the planets and other major 
astronomical bodies introduce gravitational fluctuations that must be con- 
sidered. 
Our mathematical theory asserts that the required capture of the derelict is 
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always possible (under reasonable hypotheses on the finiteness of the astrono- 
mical system, and effectiveness of the robot engine thrust, as stated later), 
although the rescue may take a very long time. The existence of the capture 
strategy is a Global Controllability Theorem, and our proof of this result 
requires the existence of certain types of recurrent or controlled periodic 
orbits which we also demonstrate. 
Our mathematical methods are nonconstructive and no practical rules of 
space navigation are advanced. Hence our theory should be considered as a 
contribution to topological dynamics, since it is only a rarefied idealization of 
the physical rescue problem; for instance, all collisions and direct interference 
from planets are ignored. 
TO be more specific we shall study control dynamical systems, which are 
ordinary differential systems of the form 
$ == f(x, t, u), 
depending on a control parameter u. The state x is a real n-vector, that is? a 
point in the real number space R", or possibly in some other n-dimensional 
manifold El’, and the time t lies in R1 = R. For each admissible controller 
u(t), say a real m-vector with restraints u E Q, as prescribed Iater, there will 
exist a unique solution or response denoted by, 
x(t) = qzJ([u], x0, t, ; t), 
initiating at x = x,, when t = to. 
In the derelict-rescue problem, the state s describes the position and 
velocity of the robot rescue ship and u(t) is the strategy of engine thrust. 
The control dynamical system is essentially the Newtonian equations of 
motion of the rescue ship moving through the time-varying gravitational 
field of the astronomical system or world W, as described later. If v(t) denotes 
the known trajectory of the derelict, then the rescue problem can be 
formulated as follows: 
Given ini.tiaI data x = x0 at t .= t, , find a time Tr > t,, and an admissible 
controiier 
u(t) on to < t < Tl , 
such that 
YVl) = db4 % 3 6 ; Td‘ 
As already stated, we are interested in the qualitative theory of control 
dynamical systems on a compact manifold IV where the free motion (with 
u(t) z 0) is conservative, that is, measure-preserving in a precise sense. 
In Section II we shall prove a general recurrence result (Theorem I), which 
asserts that finite sets of points are simultaneouslv recurrent. This result is a 
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strong generalization on the PoincarbCaratheodory Recurrence Theorem 
[l 11. Following that we prove a General Transitivity Theorem (Theorem 2), 
asserting that the set of attainability from any initial state is the entire space 
@‘, and this is thus a global controllability result [6]. We strengthen these 
results for the case of an almost-periodic astronomical system in Theorems 
1A and 2A, and, with a Control Periodicity Theorem 3A, we show that the 
derelict-rescue problem is solvable by the required capture. 
In earlier papers [7, 8, 9, 151, the authors studied the corresponding theory 
of control dynamical systems based on the three conditions: 
c-Conservation hypothesis, d&f (x, t, 0) = 0; 
p-Periodicity hypothesis, f(~, t + 1,O) = f(~, t, 0); 
UC-Uniform controllability hypothesis with attainable ball from x = .T,, , 
t = to having radius 7 = q(to , T) > 0 at time t,, + T, that is, the set of 
attainability d(~, , to ; T) contains an T-ball about the endpoint 
~(IOl, x0, to ; to + 7) 
of the free motion. 
In this paper, we retain the conservation hypothesis and the (slightly 
strengthened) uniform controllability hypothesis, but we generalize the 
periodicity hypothesis to permit (Bohr) almost-periodic, or even bounded and 
uniformly continuous, dependence on the time t. Thus we demand only that 
f(~, t, ok) lies in a certain function space C$. This extension is significant 
since we loose the compactness of the domain W x S1 off (x, t, 0) and must 
define a related flow on an appropriate compact subset H.’ X H(f) of <an 
infinite dimensional space, where H(f) is the hull off as explained in Section 
II. This procedure requires a suitable modification of the theory of non- 
autonomous flows as developed by the second author in [13, 14, 16). 
For the case of an almost-periodic field our main results can be stated 
THEOREM 2A. Consider the control d>mamical system 
x’ = f (x, t, 24) in C,l(W x R x Q) (1) 
on a compact Riemannian manifold W. Assume 
c-Conservation hypothesis, div, f (x, t, 0) = 0 on W x R, 
ap-Almost periodicity hypothesis, that is, f (x, t, 0) is a uniforms almost 
periodic vector jield, 
uc-Uniform controllability hypothesis with ~(7) > 0. 
Then there exists a duration T, independent of (x0 , to) E W x R, such tlzat the 
set of attainability 
A(xo,to;s) = w for each s > T, 
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THEOREM 39. Consider the control gvnamical system 
x’ = f(X, t, 24) in C,l(WXRxXL2) (1) 
oz a compact Riemannian marzifold W. Assume the lzqtpotheses c, ap, UC. Then 
for each (x0 , to) E W x R, there is a positive integer I and an admissible controller 
u(t) on to < t < to + I in Q, 
so that the response returns to x,, after duration I, that is, 
These principal theorems on controlled recurrence and transitivity will 
appear in Sections II and III, below, as consequences of somewhat more 
general results which relax the almost-periodicity hypothesis to a statement 
concerning uniform continuity. This rather more general approach is more 
natural to the techniques of functional analysis and topological dynamics, 
and shows that the derelict-rescue problem is not tied to the strict structural 
demands of almost-periodicity. The specialization or modification of any 
result or theorem to the almost periodic case will be denoted by a label A, 
for instance Theorem 1A. While our approach to the derelict-rescue problem 
is formulated within an axiomatic framework, we are interested in connecting 
it with the physical problem motivating the analysis. In Section IV we will 
study the meaning of our hypotheses in the context of the physics of the 
astronomical problem. At first we shall utilize the conventional assumption 
that the gravitational masses of the two spaceships are negligible, but we then 
indicate how a perturbation argument permits the desired conclusion for 
ships of small positive mass. 
11. GENERAL THEORY OF CONSERVATIW NONAUTONOMOUS 
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
1. Control Dynamical Systems on Riemannian Manifolds 
We shall develop a general theory of conservative nonautonomous differ- 
ential systems, both controlled and free, on a compact Riemannian manifold 
W, which will be the phase space of our dynamical problem. Thus W is a 
compact connected P-differentiable n-manifold, without boundary, bearing 
a specified Riemann metric g. That is, g is a P-differentiable symmetric 
positive-definite covariant tensor, in local coordinates (rj having components 
(g(x)) = gij(x). Hence the customary element of arc length 
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defines a complete metric p on W, with distance ~(x,JJ) between points 
x’, y E W and with the balls BE(z) = {y ] p(~, 3’) < E} providing a base for 
the topology of W. The usual volume element 
defines a finite measure on the Bore1 sets of W. A vector field f, with com- 
ponentsfi(x, t) in local coordinates (x) on TV, is conservative or divergence- 
free in case, for each fixed t E R, 
A control dynamical system on W 
x’ = f(X, t, u) 
is a suitably differentiable mapping into the tangent bundle 7%’ 
(1) 
which is a cross section over T/t’ for each fixed t E R and u E B. The control 
restraint set Q will be taken to be a compact neighborhood of the origin in R”. 
Note that the vector fieldf(3t’, t, U) is globally defined on all W, for each time 
t E R and u E .52, although we often refer to this vector by its local coordinate 
component description, say xfi = fi(x, t, u). Henceforth we shall require 
that the mapping f be in the class C,,l on W x R x 52, by which we mean 
that the vector fields f, and L?f /2t, and the spatial covariant derivative 
Vf = (V,f)i = ffk = g -If" /f! 
are continuous and bounded on IT7 x R x 52 with a real number bound b 
(depending on f) such that the pointwise norms satisfy 
This condition f E C,l(TV x R x -0) guarantees that the solution 
PW, &TO ) to ; t) of equation (I), satisfying the initial condition 
$44, x0 9 to ; to) = %I ,
as a response to a piecewise continuous or even measurable control function 
U(t) ED on a real interval I : ta < t < tl < 03, is continuous in 
(x0 t to , t) E W x R x I, 
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and is absolutely continuous in t for fixed (x0 , t,J, and of class C1 in x0 for 
fixed (to , t). 
In the next section we shall study the free motions (with control Z(I) = 0) 
of the control dynamical system and so we delete the mention of the control 
parameter 2.2 in f(x, t, 0) = f(x, t). 
2. CompactijSafion for Fl,ws 
Consider a nonautonomous differential system on IV 
x’ = f(X, t). 
That is, W is a compact Riemannian n-manifold and 
f: wxR--+T14~ 
is a cross-section mapping of class C,r(W’ x R). Also the vector fieldf(x, t) 
can be regarded as an element of the function space C(R, V) of continuous 
maps of R into the Banach space V consisting of all continuous vector fields 
on W. Here the uniform norm 
holds for vectors v E V. On the space C(R, I’) itself we impose the topology 
of uniform convergence on compact time-durations, by means of the metric 
for vector fields o(t) and w(t) in T’, at each t E R. 
For each ~1 = n(x, t) in C(R, If) and each duration 7 E R we define the 
translate vJ7 E C(R, V) by 
It is easy to see that the mapping 
(3, T} w v7 : C(R, 5’) x R---f C(R, P-) (9 
defines a continuous flow on the metric space C(R, F), see [13, 16]. We call 
(4) the shif tradation$ow on C(R, tr). 
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If we takef(x, t) in C,r(W x Ii), as an element of C(R, V), then the map 
t ++f(-, t) : R+ V 
is bounded and uniformly continuous. In this case define the hull off by 
H(f) = Cl tJf7, 
TER 
where the closure refers to the given metric topology on C(R, V). We then 
obtain, following articles [13, 161, the following results which we summarize 
here in order to complete a self-contained presentation of our theory. 
LEMMA 1. Let f E C,l( W x R), as above. Then the hull H(f) is (I compact 
invaviant set in the shift translationalJow on C(R, V). 
The proof of this lemma follows directly from the Arzela-Ascoli 
Theorem, see [13, p. 2581 or [16, pp. 36-381. 
COROLLART. Let f E C,l( W x R). Then each f * in H(f) defines a vector 
field f *(a-, t) on Wfor each t E R, and f *(x, t) is continuous for (x, t) E H7 x R 
and is uniformly Lips&z& continuous in x E IV. 
The proof uses the uniform bound 
[fl+ g +jVf[ <bonWxR, 
I I 
and the corresponding uniform Lipschitz estimate that holds for f (x, t), at 
each time t E R, see [13, pp. 251-2521. 
By these means we have related the study of the nonautonomous differential 
system on W 
x’ = f(x, t), (3) 
to the study of an autonomous flow on a compact metric space, namely, the 
shift translation flow on the invariant set H(f). In a moment we extend this 
development further. 
It is first important to note that each differential system 
x’ = f *(x, t) on 7%’ x R, 
arising from a f* E H(f), fulfills the uniqueness of solutions from initial 
data. In other words, the vector field f *(x, t) is “regular or satisfies a strong 
uniqueness condition” in the terminology of [13, 161. It was this demand, 
and the required compactness of H( f ), that motivated the definition of the 
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class C,r . -41~0 this function class is reasonable from the viewpoint of the 
applications, see Section IV below. 
Iff* E H(f), forfc C,l(W X 21), we shall denote by v*(x, f *, t) the unique 
solution of x’ = f *(x, t) on W, satisfying the initial condition 
q7*(x,f*, 0) = x. 
Following the theory of 113, 161 we now define a flow w on the compact 
metric space W x H(f) by 
We call this flow the functio?lalJlow determined by f. 
There is a uniform continuity result for the flow r, which will be needed in 
the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. Let f E C,l(W x R), as above. Then for each E > 0 there is a 
S = S(E) > 0 such that 
&*(%f”, 11, 91”(3?,f **, 1)) -c E, 
for distances p(x, y) < 6 in W and d(f *, f **) < 6 in H(f). 
Proof. The existence of 6 = S(E, x, f *), depending on E > 0, x E IIT, 
and f * E H(f), is a consequence of the continuity properties of the flow r 
on W x H(f). Since (x,f*) varies over a compact space W x H(f) the 
continuity is uniform, that is, 6 can be chosen without regard to (x, f $). 
Q.E.D. 
3. Invariant Measures and Recurrence: General Theory 
We now consider a nonautonomous differential system on W, 
x’ = f (x, t), (3) 
where f E C,l(W x R) for a compact Riemannian manifold IV, and we 
impose the conservation hypothesis 
div.J(x, t) = 0, for each firred t E R. 
It is known [4] that the mapping by solutions of (3), 
x I-+ lp”(x, f, t) : w-c- w, for fised t E R, 
is a CQliieomorphism, and preserves the volume or measure dv on W. 
Furthermore, standard estimates, as in [14], prove that the corresponding 
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trajectories of x’ = f *(x, t) also preserve the measure dzl on I%‘, for each 
f” E Ir(f). 
Next consider the shift translational flow 
(f, 4 -f7 on H(f). 
Since H(f) is a connected compact metric space, there exists, see [5] or 
[l 11, a non-negative measure dv (not necessarily unique) on H(f) satisfying: 
(i) dv is defined on the u-algebra of Bore1 sets of H(f), 
(ii) dv is normalized by v(H(f)) = 1, 
(iii) &J is invariant under the shift translational flow. 
We use such an invariant measure dv to define an invariant measure 
dm = dv x dv for the functional flow ?r determined byf in W x H(f ). 
Since rr projects to a flow preserving dv in W for each fixed f * E H(f ), and 
since the shift translational flow preserves dv in H(f), the flow n preserves 
the product measure dm = dv x dv in the product space W x H(f). This 
follows from Cavalieri’s Principle, or an easy application of Fubini’s Theorem 
as in [14]. 
LEMMA 3. Let f E C,l(lJ’ x R) be a vector jeld on a compact Riemannian 
manifold I&‘, and assume the conservation hypothesis 
divJ(x, t) = 0 OR IV x R. 
Let dv be the Riemannian volume on W, and let dv be a normalized invariant 
measure for the sh.ift translational flow on H(f). Then the product measure 
dm = dv x dv is an inaariant measure for theSfimctionalflow T on W x H(f ). 
Using the invariant measure dm on the compact metric space W x H(f), 
we shall obtain results on recurrence for the flow z-, and then interpret 
these recurrence results for the trajectories of x’ -f(s, t) in 16’. For 
this purpose we first recall the definition of recurrence (Poisson stability) 
and the PoincarC-Caratheodory Recurrence Theorem. 
Remark 1. Let Y be a metric space and consider a trajectory, or even a 
map /3 : R--z Y. We say that the continuous function ,6 is recurrent in case : 
for each r E R and neighborhood U of the point P(T) the set of all recurrence 
times 
{t : 8(T + t) 6 v> 
is unbounded, both for positive and negative t E R. It is known [ll, 
pp. 350-3511 that if /3 is a recurrent trajectory for an autonomous differential 
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system or flow, then the recurrence times to any neighborhood U of B(T) 
can always be chosen to be integers, that is, the set (t : t is an integer and 
,#(T + t) E Lr} is unbounded, both for positive and negative t E R. 
Consider a flow in a metric space P which bears a finite invariant measure. 
The PoincarC-Caratheodory Theorem [l 11 asserts that almost ali points of k’ 
iie on recurrent trajectories. 
DEFINITION. The differential system 
x’ = f(X, t), 13) 
with unique solutions ,8(t) = v*(x,f, t) on lJ7, is said to have the nzultiple 
reczlrrefjce property (of or& N) in case there exist a dense set of points 
(x1 , x, , . . . ) xTv) in WV = T/T/ x W x 1.. x Wsuch that every map 
p” : R 4 WV : t 4 (@(x1 ,f, t), cp*(x2 , f, t),..., $+c~~ ,f, t)> 
is recurrent. For iV -= 1 we shall call this the single recurrence property. The 
system is said to have the multiple Tecuprence PYO~H<Y if it has the multiple 
recurrence property of order N for every integer N 3 1. 
Rellzark 2. We note that the multiple recurrence property for (3) is 
equivalent to the single recurrence property for each Ml-r-order system 
x’ = F(X, t) (3%) 
where X E- W and F : 1%‘~~ x R -+ WV is the N-fold repetition 
F = (f,f,.-,f>. 
Also, since x + v,*(x,f, T) is a diffeomorphism of W onto itself, and since 
the translate .r; E Cbl, we conclude that Equation (3) has the multiple recur- 
rence property of order N if and only if every translate .t” ==,fJz, t) has 
this property. 
Terminology. Consider the differential systems 
x’ = f “(x, t) 
for all f * 6 H(f), where f E C,l. Fix a normalized measure dv on H(f) that 
is invariant under the shift translational flow. Then a property P that specifies 
a subset of H(f) is said to be valid v-almost swely {or with v-probability 1) 
if the set in H(f) for which P is not valid is a v-null set. For instance, the 
single recurrence property (for the conservative case div,f G 0) holds with 
probability 1, see [14]. Our next result generahzes this assertion to 
the multiple recilrrence property. 
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THEOREM 1. Consider a vector jield 
x’ = f(X, t), with f 5 c,y w x R), (3) 
on a compact Riemannian manifold W. Assume the conservation hevpothesis 
div,f(x, t) = 0 on W x R 
and jix a normalized invariant meastire dv for the shif translational jlow in 
H(f ). Then the multiple recurrence property holds for systems in H(f) with 
v-probability I. 
Proof. Fix an integer N 3 1 and consider the functional flow rN on 
WN x H(f) defined by 
7qx, f *, T) = (V*(.q ,f *, +..., P*(% ,f *, 7),f7*), 
for X = (xi, x2 ,... , zc,,,) E WN and f * E H(f). Just as for the case N = 1, 
this flow nN preserves the finite measure dz@ x dv on WN x H(f), where 
dvN = dv x dv x .** x dv is the product measure on the Riemannian 
manifold WN and dv is the normalized invariant measure in H( f ). 
By the classical PoincarbCarathCodory Theorem applied to mN, almost 
all points (X, f *) E WN X H(f) are recurrent. That is, the nonrecurrent 
points for mN lie within a null set 2 in WN x H(f). Thus the Fubini Theorem 
asserts that for almost all f * E H(f) the set of points XE W” for which 
(X, f *) is not recurrent constitutes a null set in the Riemannian manifold WV. 
Let $N C H(f) be the subset of all those f * E H(f) for which the “multiple 
recurrence property of order N” fails, that is, FN consists of those f * for 
which 
x’ = F”(X, t), with x = (x1 )..., LYNN) E WN, F* = (f*,...,f*) 
fails to have the single recurrence property in WN. Then for each such 
f * E FN there exists a nonempty open set 07fN* C WN of nonrecurrent points. 
Since 0; is nonempty, it has positive measure in WN. 
By Fubini’s Theorem the set of all (X, f *), with f * E @“’ and X E 0; , 
can lie in the null set 2 only if FN is a v-null set in H(f). Thus all f * i H(f)? 
excluding a v-null set, must have the multiple recurrence property of order N. 
But the countable union fl = (JN>19N of v-null sets of H(f) is itself a 
v-null set. Therefore almost all f * E H(f) have the multiple recurrence 
property (of every order) as required. Q.E.D. 
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4. Invariant Measures and Recurrence: Ahost Periodic Systems 
Assume now that the function f(x, t) E ct(%’ X A) is uniformly 
almost periodic in t, that is, the translation almost-periods are uniformly 
valid for all x in the compact Riemannian manifold IV. In this case, for every 
real sequence of times {TV), the sequence of translates {f7$ has a subsequence 
that converges uniformly on LV x R. This means the two topologies: 
(i) uniform convergence on compact time intervals, as introduced in 
Section II.2 above, 
(ii) uniform convergence everywhere on T;B x R, for the standard 
uniform metric topology on the compact space H(f), 
both yield the same topology on the compact space W(S). 
Since the hull H(f) is the orbit closure off, under the shift translational 
flow, we know that H(f) is a connected compact set. But since f (x, t) is uni- 
formly almost periodic, this flow is continuous in the uniform metric (ii)> 
and moreover the shift translational flow defines isometries on H(j). From 
this it follows [lo, 161 that H(f) is the space of a compact separable abehan 
topological group, and furthermore that the shift transIational flow 
corresponds to group translations. Under these circumstances we agree to 
select the invariant measure v on H(f) to be the Haar measure, which is 
uniquely specified on Ii(f) by means of the shift translational flow. The 
significance of this choice is that we are now assured that nonempty open 
subsets of H(f) have positive measure. 
THEOREM 14. Consider a vector $ekd 
5’ =f(x, t), with f E Cbl(W x Rj, (3) 
on a compact Riemannian manifold W. Assume 
c--Conservation hypothesis, divzf(x, t) = 0 0% bt; x R, 
ap--zillnlosf periodic hypothesis, that is, f (x, tj is a uniformly almost 
periodic vector field on W. 
Then the multiple recurrence property holds for all systems f * E H(f ), excluding 
perhaps a subset of first Baire category and Haar measure zero in H(f j. In 
particular, the multiply recurrent systems f * of H(,f) are dense in H(f) in the 
unz~orm metric. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem I, we fix an integer IV > 1 and con- 
sider the functional flow rrN on WN x H(f), which preserves the finite 
measure dv” x dv, where dv is the volume on the Riemann manifold W and 
dv is the Haar measure on H(f ). Then the set 
2 = {(X, f *) E TP i< H(f ): (X, f *) is not recurrent), 
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has measure zero in WV x Ir(f) [14] and furthermore it is of first category in 
this compact metric space [12]. 
Let PV C H(f) be the subset of all thosef* E H(f) for which the “multiple 
recurrence property of order N” fails. Then for each f * ~flN there is a 
nonempty open set 0; C WK such that 
Furthermore, 
(0; ,f”) c 2. 
From the proof of Theorem 1, it is known that PV is a &r-null set in H(j). 
But it also follows from the Kuratowski-Ulam Theorem that SaV is a set of 
first Baire category in H(f) [12]. Indeed the Ruratowski-Ulam Theorem 
asserts that if E C WV x H(f) is a nowhere dense set then 
q* = {X E WN : (x,f*) E E} 
is a nowhere dense subset of WN for all f * except a set of first category. By an 
easy argument concerning countable unions of nowhere dense sets, this 
implies that if F is any residual set in WN x H(f), that is the complement FC 
is a set of first category, then 
Fp = (XE W’v : (X,f*) EF} 
is a residual set in PY for all f * except a set of first category. Now we let 
F == 3, the complement of 2, and let r denote the set of first category in 
H(f) for which Z& fails to be a residual set in WN. Then it follows from the 
Baire Theorem that 9N Z r, hence PN is a set of first category in Z!!(f). 
Then S = UN>i PV is also a v-null set of first category in H(f). Hence 9 
contains no open set and the complement of 9 must be dense in the compact 
metric space H(f), as required. Q.E.D. 
III. PERIODICITP AND TRAP~SITIVITP FOR CONTROL DYXAMICAL SYSTEMS 
1. Attainable and Reachable Sets 
Consider now a control dynamical system 
x’ = f(X, t, u) (1) 
on a compact connected Riemannian manifold W. That is, consider a mapping 
f: Wx R xQ+TW 
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into the tangent bundle, which is a cross section for each t E R and u E ~2, 
where Q is a compact set in I@ containing a neighborhood of the origin. 
As above we assume that f E C,l(W x R x Q), that is, f and its first deri- 
vatives in (x, t) are continuous and uniformly bounded on W x R x Q. 
An admissible controller u(t) is a piecewise continuous ?Tz-vector function 
defined on some time interval I wherein u(t) E Q. For each such control 
u(t) on f, < t < t, , and each initial state (x0, to) E W x R, we let 
cp([u], x0 , i, ; t) denote the solution of (1) satisfying the initial condition 
y([u], x0 ) to ; t,) = “0 . For the free motion, or zero control z(t) = 0, we 
have 
Q@l, %I > f, ; to + 4 = v*biJ ,f*, 3 4, 
where 9*(x0 , ft, , t) is the soiution of 
x’ = f&, t), p?“(“o ,ft, IO) = x0 7 
where fto(x, t) = f(x, to f t, 0), as described in Section II above. 
Throughout this section we shall be interested in the following hypotheses: 
c-Conservation hypothesis: div,f(x, t, 0) = 0 on W x R. 
ap-Almost-periodicity hypothesis: f(~, t, 0) is a uniformly almost- 
periodic vector field on W. 
These two hypotheses deal with the free motion, as do the multiple recur- 
rence property (and the cases of N-fold and single recurrence properties) of 
Section 11.3. 
The next hypothesis is a controllability condition and concerns the 
attainable set 
which is the set of points one can steer to at time t = t, -f 7 starting from the 
initial point x0 at time t = t, . In these terms we state the hypothesis: 
uc-Uniform Controllability hypothesis with T(T) > 0. That is, for each 
finite duration T > 0 there exists q(r) > 0 such that for each 
(x0 , t,,) E W x R 
the set of attainability ,4(x 0 , t, ; T) contains the ball of radius Y(T) centered 
at the free endpoint gj([O], x,, , t, ; to + T). 
We note that the uniform controllability hypothesis req.uires that ~(7) does 
not depend on (x0, to). The validity of this demand for the motivating astro- 
nomical problem will be discussed in Section IV. The derelict-rescue capture 
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will be effected if the state of the derelict lies in A(x,, , t,, ; T), for some dura- 
tion T > 0. Our analysis will lead to the conclusion that A(x,, , to ; T) = W 
for all large T. 
Now define the reachable set -4(x,, , 0 t ) for the control dynamical system (1) 
starting from the initial data (x0 , tO) E rI; x R by 
A(xo ) to) = (J ,4(x0 ) to ; T) 
T>O 
We next give a sufficient condition that A(xo, t,,) = UT (compare with 
[7, p. 275]), by analysing Int A(xo , to) and Cl A(xo, to), the interior and 
closure of ,4(X0 , t,) in IV. 
LEMMA 4. Consider the control <vnamical system 
x’ = f(x, t, al) in Cbl(W x R x Q) 
on the compact Riemannia?l mana~old W. Assume the 
uc-Uniform Controllability hypothek with ~(7) > 0 
(1) 
and that the single recurrence property holds foT the free system (with u(t) ES 0). 
Then 
Cl[Int A(x~ , to ; T)] = Cl A(Xo ) to ; T) 
for a22 (x0, to) E W x R and 7 > 0, and A(xo , to) = IV. 
Proof. It is evident that 
Cl[Int -a(~, , to ; T)] C Cl ,2(x0 , to ; T), 
and we must prove that each pointy E A(xo , to ; T) can be approximated by 
interior points of A(.yo , to ; T). 
Since y E A(.ro , o , t . T), there is an admissible controller u(t) on 
steering (X0, to) toy at t = to + 7, that is 
q@l, x0 , to ; to + 7) = y- 
Fix 6 > 0 and consider the &ball centered at y in TV. We show that this 
&ball contains interior points of A(xo , to ; 7). 
Take a small number u > 0 and define the controller 
(u(t) on to < t < to + 7 - (T 
%W = { 0 on t, + 7 - u < t < to + 7. 
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Certainly the distance in W from y to cp([u,], x,, , t, ; t, + 7) is less than S/2, 
provided 0 > 0 is small enough. It follows now from the uniform controlla- 
bility hypothesis that A(x, , 0 , t . T) contains a ball of radius Y(G) centered at 
db4, x0 , t, ; t, + T). Hence Int -4(x,, t,, ; T) meets the a-ball centered 
at y, and so Int -4(x, , t, ; T) is dense in A(xO , t, ; T). Thus 
as demanded. 
Cl[Int Jr, , to ; Q-11 = Cl A@, ) t, ; T), 
Next consider the reachable set 
If A(x, , o r ) is not all of IV, then there exists a boundary point x that can be 
approximated by points of 3(x,, , t,) and also by points of its complement. 
Take a point zr E -4(x0 , t, ; T,), for some Tl > 0, lying within the ball 23, of 
radius 01 = + ~(1) centered at z. Then Int -4(x, , to ; Tr) meets this ball B, , 
and by the assumed recurrence property, there is a point 
x2 E Int A(x~, to ; T,) n E, 
which is recurrent for the free equation. Let z+(t) on to < t < 1, f TX be an 
admissible controller steering -x0 to z2 , and let T2 > 1 be an increment of 
time for recurrence for the free solution through x, to return to the ball B, . 
We now consider all admissible controllers on to < t < to + Tr + T, , 
which coincide with us(t) on to < t < to + Tl . By the uniform controlla- 
bility hypothesis we find that z lies in the interior of A(zo , to ; Tl + Tz) and 
hence x lies in the interior of A(%, , to). Thus z is not a boundary point of 
A(x, , to) and therefore ,4(x,, to) = IV as required. QED. 
2. Transitivity and Capture: General Theory 
The next theorem gives a general transitivity result, which can be inter- 
preted as a global controllability assertion and as an affirmative response to 
our astronautical capture problem. 
THEOREM 2. Consider a control dynamical system 
x’ = f&E”, t, 24) in C,l( W x R x L?) (1) 
on the compact Riemannian manifold W. Assume 
UC-Uniform Controllability hypothesis with T[T) > 0 
and that the multiple recurrence propert. holds for the free system (with u(t) s 0). 
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Then there exists a duration T, indepe?ident of (.x0 , t,,) E i7 x R, s&z that 
the set of attainability 
A(x, ) to ; s) = w, for each s > T. 
In particular the conclusion holds with probability 1, for systems in H(f) (in 
the sense of Theorem 1) ;f instead we assunze 
uc-Uniform Controllability hypothesis with v(r) > 0, and 
c-Conservation hypothesis, divsf (x, t, 0) = 0. 
Proof. The problem here is to show that we can steer x0 at time. t,, to each 
and every point of I%’ at one and the same time t,, + T. Let us first reduce this 
problem to the demand for suitable controllability between a finite number of 
points or stations in TV. 
Let $7) be determined by the uniform controllability hypothesis, and let 
S(E) be given by the uniform continuity condition of Lemma 2. Fix E = ~(1) 
and 6 = 8(c). Now choose a finite number of points (.?r , .?a ,..., ;iv> so that the 
open balls {B6(Q,..., BS(.GN)j of radius S and centers (ii ,..., &} form an open 
covering of the compact space IV. Now assume, for the moment, that we can 
steer from x,, at time to to any of the points (al ,..., &,) at a single specified 
time t,, + 0, for some CJ > 0. Then we claim that 
A(x, , to ; s) = w, 
for each s > T = (T + 1. Indeed consider the free motions starting from 
{?r ,..., gN> at time t = to + u, and let 
yi = 9J([Ol, %, to 4 0; to + CJ + 1) for i == l,..., iV. 
Consider now the balls B,( yi) of radius E centered at yi . Since the map 
.h-93([01, 3, to $- a; 4J + cr + 1) 
is a homeomorphism of IV, the balls B,( ri), each of which contains the image 
of B,(&) for 1 < i < N, form an open covering of W. But the *uniform con- 
trolIability hypothesis with E = s(l) asserts that B,( yi) C A(& , to + o; 1). 
Thus, since & E d(x, , to ; o), one has 
w c ij B,(y,) c A(xo ) to ; u + 1) c W. 
i=l 
Hence, in this case, 
A(x, ) to ; s) = w 
for s = g + 1, and so this equality also holds for each s > u + 1. 
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It remains to be shown that we can steer x,, at time t, to each one of the 
finite set of points (i, ,3, ,..., 9 I N > in the specified duration o, independent of 
(.%I , fo). 
To steer ,wg to each of the N points G1 ,..., f, in the same duration 0, we 
consider the control problem 
with X = (x1 ,..., x.,,N) as the state in WV and U = (ul ,..., uAv) as the con- 
troller in LP. It is clear that (lN) describes a control dynamical system in 
Cbl(IP x R x Sz”) on the compact Riemannian manifold W”, and that the 
corresponding uniform controllability hypothesis and the single recurrrnce 
property hold. We now seek to steer &, = {x0 , x0 ,...) .Q) to T1 1 
t f, , 5& ,..., Gev} in IP’ by means of the control system (lN). But this follows 
directly from Lemma 4 since A(xO , to) = W-\-. 
We note that the duration g is independent of the initial time t,, , and now 
we proceed to remove the dependence on x0 E TV. 
First observe that each x0 E W can be controlled by (1) to at least one of the 
stations .$, I.. . , P, in a unit duration precisely. This holds since the balls 
B,( y) of radius E = $1) about points y E W form an open covering, and we 
can assume that the stations g1 , I a ,..., SA, e (possibly with N augmentedj 
include the centers of a finite collection of these balls covering II’. 
Next we repeat the above argument on multiple recurrence, but with a more 
cosmic viewpoint, in order to eliminate the dependence on us . We consider 
an N 1 repetition of ( lN) on the compact Riemannian manifold 
T$‘! = I$?’ x . . . x Wv (N! products). 
Then by Lemma 4 there is a specific time duration 2 for steering 
{J!& ) x1 )... , -&I to {*rzr , rra;E; ,..., r,&!?r> in W!, where r1 ) rz ) . . . . W.~! 
describe the symmetric group S,v of all permutations of the N-symbols 
{il ?..., .q. 
For the final control duration T we steer any x0 to one of the stations 
21 , . . . . 2, in duration 1, then we steer any such Gi to any one of the stations in 
duration L’. Hence we can steer from any x0 in W to any station al ,..., & in 
time duration 5 = 1 + ~7, which is independent of x0 E A’. Therefore the 
required control duration is T = 2 + ,Z. QED. 
Theorem 2 leaves open the unfortunate situation where the given control 
problem (I) withfc C,l(W ‘i: R s Q) may come from the null set of pd(f) 
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for which the multiple recurrence property fails. Thus even if we assume the 
hypotheses UC and c we cannot be completely assured that the desired capture 
will occur. However, when the coefficients f(~, t, 0) are almost periodic, 
ute shall overcome this difficulty, as shown in the next section 
3. Periodic&y and Transitivity: Almost Periodic Systems 
The main purpose of this section is to demonstrate Theorem 2A below 
which describes the transitivity or capture result for almost periodic systems. 
But first we need to prove a statement concerning controlled periodic orbits 
for almost periodic systems. In effect, the existence of such periodic orbits 
makes possible control trajectories that stall for time and bring the rescue 
ship back to a prescribed starting station at a later epoch. 
THEOREM 3A. Consider the control dynamical system 
x’ =f(x, t, u) in C,l(W x R x J-2) (1) 
on the compact Riemannian manifold FE’. Assume 
c-Conservation hypothesis, div,f (x, t, 0) = 0 on IV x R, 
ap-Uniform Almost Periodicity hJ!pothesis, that is, f(x, t, 0) is a uni- 
formly almost periodic vector field on IV, 
uc-Uniform Controllability hypothesis with q(r) > 0. 
Then for each initial (x,, , to) E W x R there is a positive integer I and an 
admissible controller 
u(t) on to < t < to + I in Q, 
so that the resporzse returns to x,, after duration I, that is 
q@l, x0 , to ; to + I) = x0 - 
Proof. For simplicity of exposition set to = 0. Fix E > 0 so that 
E < Q T(I), where ~(7) is given by the uniform controllability hypothesis. 
Next choose a positive 6 < t v(l), according to the uniform continuity 
expressed in Lemma 2, so that the corresponding free motions satisfy 
for all 7 E R provided that p(x, y) < 6 in the Riemann metric on W, and 
d(f *, g*) < 6 in the uniform metric on H(f ). (Recall that because of the 
uniform almost-periodicity one has d(f 7*, g7*) < 6 for any 7 E R if and only 
if d(f *, g*) < 8.) 
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By Theorem 1A we can find a multiple recurrent system x’ = g(~, t) in 
H(j) such that 
d(f(.r, 4 O), &, t)) < 8. 
Then there is a point y E LV with p(+ , y) < $6 such that the solution 
@( y, g, t) is Poisson stable or recurrent, in other words 
after some positive integral duration I. Thus F*( y, g, f) recurs to a S-neigh- 
borhood of x,, after the duration I. 
We shall construct an admissible controller u(t) on 0 < t < Z which steers 
x0 back to x0. Roughly speaking, y*( y, g, t) will serve as a guide for the 
controlled motion ~([u], x0 , 0; t) of (1). F or instance, we first examine the 
case Z = 1 and consider the free solution &O], x0, 0; t) which agrees with 
v*(x, ,f, t) on0 < t < 1. Since 
the triangle inequality yields 
Therefore there exists the required controller u(t) on 0 < t < 1, for which 
the corresponding response satisfies cp([u], x’s , 0; I) = x,, . 
Now assume the recurrence time for which 
is an integer Z > 1. By the above argument we can define the controller 
u(t) on 0 < t < 1 to steer x0 to cp*( y, g, 1). Now we repeat the construction 
but with starting time t, = 1 at the initial point v*( y, g, 1) and use translates 
fi(x, t, 0) and g,(x, t) to define the controller u(t) on 1 < t < 2 so that 
9J([ul, so , 0; 2) = QJ”( 3’9 g, 2). 
After a finite number of such steps we have defined u(t) on 0 < t < Z - I 
so that 
?J([4 x0 t 0; 4 = 9°C Y, g, q for i = 1, 2 ,..., Z - 1. 
The final step of defining u(t) on Z - 1 < t < Z then follows the above case 
where Z = 1, except that we must deal with the translates fIpl and g,-, . 
Since the motions start at time I - 1 at the initial point p?*( y, g, I - I), and 
Pb”bP”(YI A?? I - l)>fI-1 > l), F%“( Y> g, I - I)> $2~1 3 1)) -c 6, 
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we can choose u(t) on I - 1 < t < I so that 
as required. Q.E.D. 
COROI.LARY. The recuweace times Ii > 0 at which 
f?+l, x0 , 50 ; 43 + 4) = x0 i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
can be taken to be an infinite sequence of integers, and moreover the ball of radius 
4 v( 1) centered at x0 lies within each set of attainability -4(x0 , to ; IJ. 
Proof. The Poisson stable trajectory p*( ~1, g, t) recurs to within a 
distance of (l/2)6 of the initial point y after integral times I1 ,Ia , 1s ,... 
tending to infinity. Each of these integral durations Ii could be used in the 
statement and proof of Theorem 3A, and then the controlled trajectory 
continued to the next time Iii+, . 
In each final step on li - 1 < t < Ii we note that the free motion end- 
point deviates from F*( y, g, Ii) by at most E, and hence the deviation from x0 
is at most e + 8 < I- v(1). Thus the ball of radius 4 ~(1) about x0 must lie 
in Jxo , to ; Ii). Q.E.D. 
We now proceed towards the proof of the Transitivity Theorem 2A via the 
methods of Sections III.1 and III.2 above. 
LEMMA 4A. Consider the control dynamical system 
x' =f(x, t, u) in C,l(W ?< R x Sz) 
on the compact Riemannian manifold IV. Assume 
c-Conservation hypothesis, divcc.f (x, t, 0) = 0 on W x R, 
ap-Uniform Almost Periodicity hypothesis for f (x, t, 0), 
uc-Unzjcorm Controllability hypothesis with q(r) > 0. 
Then 
Cl[Int a(xo , to ; 7-)] = Cl Jxo , to ; r) 
for all (x0 , to) E W x R and 7 > 0, and A(xO, to) = W. 
Proof. The first assertion about the attainable set A(x, , to ; T), namely 
Cl[Int A(xo , to ; 5-)] = Cl A(xo , to ; T), 
follows directly from the uniform controllability hypothesis, just as in the 
proof of Lemma 4 above. 
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In order to show that the reachable set .4(x0, to) = ?X, ive will show that 
&,? 0 t ) is both open and closed in the connected set SV. For this demon- 
stration we shall need the conclusion of Theorem 34 on controlled periodic 
motions. 
Take a point y E L4(x,, tt,) so y E B(x, , f, ; tl) for some t, > 0. Then by 
the corollary to Theorem 3A, there is a positive integer 1 of recurrence for the 
ball B,(y), of radius cz = Q q(l) and center y, that is, 
B,(y) C -4( y, t, + t, ; I) C A4(x0 , to ; tl + Z) C A(x, , t,j. 
Hence d(~, , to) is open in ET/. 
On the other hand if we take a limit point y = lim y, , where 
( ynz) c Pl(x ,, , t,), then we shall show that y E -4(x0 , t,). Take a firred y, close 
to y so p( y7ynz) < CL. By the above argument there is a time t,, > 0 and 
integer I > 0 such that 
Hence rjl(xO , to) is closed in i7? QED. 
THEOREM 2A. Consider the control dynamical system 
x’ = f(x, t, a) i?Z c,yw x R x A-2) (1) 
OIZ a compact Riemannian manifold W. Assume 
c--Conservatioion hypothesis, div,. (x, t, 0) = 0 otz IV x R, 
ap--t2lmost Periodicity hypothesis, that is, f (x, t, 0) is a uniformly almost 
periodic vectorjield on I;v, 
uc--c’xifoP-m Controllability hypothesis with v(T) > 0. 
Then there exists a duration T, independent of (N,, , to) E W x R, such that the 
set of attainability 
-4(x, I t,, ; sj = H’, for each s 2 T. 
Proof. Just as in the proof of Theorem 2, the uniform controllability 
hypothesis reduces the problem to the demand for suitable controllability 
between a finite number of points or stations {& , Ge ,..., gN} of LV. We must 
be able to steer from any station Gi to any other station Sj in a specified dura- 
tion 2, independent of (i, j). 
Again this problem reduces to steering any point x0 = (x0 , x,, ,..., x0> to 
-s?l = {2* ) 2, )...) a,} in IP’ according to the N-fold control sq-stem 
X’ = F&X, t, U), 
505/16!3-7 
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with YE W’ = W x W x ... x W, UE Gv, and z 
as in Theorem 2 above. But we notice that (1,) satisfies the three hypotheses 
c, ap, UC of Lemma 4A, and hence the corresponding reachable set from 
& E WN, starting at any to E R, is the entire space WN. This proves the 
existence of a duratioti G = u(xa) for which (1) is controllable, that is 
~(~0 3 &;a+ 1) = w. 
In order to remove the dependence on ~a, we proceed as in Theorem 2 to 
consider an N!-fold repetition of (lN) on the manifold 
WI = WN x WA- x . . . x WN (N! product). 
Once again the control system on W! satisfies the hypotheses c, ap, UC, and 
Lemma 4A guarantees the existence of the required transit time C between 
any pair of the stations {a, ,..., a,}. Then, as in Theorem 2, one has 
A(xO , to ; s) = w for all s > Z + 2, 
as required. Q.E.D. 
IV. DISCUSSION OF THE HYPOTHESES WITHIN THE 
ASTRONOMICAL, FRAMEWORK 
I, Astronomical and Pkysical Background 
In Sections II and III above, we considered a control dynamical system 
x’ = f(x, t, u), with f 6 C,l( W x R x a), (1) 
on a compact Riemannian manifold W, with a compact restraint set Sz which 
contained a neighborhood of the origin in R”. We introduced the basic 
hypotheses 
c-Conservation hypothesis, div, f (x, f, 0) = 0 on W x R; 
ap-Almost Periodic&y hypothesis; 
UC-Uniform Controllability hypothesis with ~(7) > 0. 
In this section we shall comment on the appropriateness of these hypotheses 
for analysing the rescue-capture problem for a derelict spaceship in an 
astronomical system. 
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Consider an astronomical system or world of p planets or bodies attracting 
orre another by Newtonian gravitation in an inertial space R3. We take the 
center of mass stationary at the origin of R3 and let y(t) denote the 3p-vector 
representing the position of the p-bodies at time t. As long as there are no 
outside disturbances, the Newtonian differential equations of motion for the 
astronomical bodies have the form 
Y” = F(Y), (61 
where F is a real analytic function on R 3*-~ and n denotes the singularities 
due to planetary collision. We assume now that collision is avoided for our 
particular astronomical system and consequently we can treat F as a bounded 
P-differentiable function. We assume further that y(t) is a bounded solution 
of (6) and hence y(t) and y”(t) are bounded P-functions, and therefore y’(tj 
is also uniformly bounded for all t in A. In this context it is quite reasonable 
to consider the hypothesis that y(t) be almost periodic in T, which we shall 
return to shortly. 
Next we let z be the 3-vector representing the position coordinates of the 
rescue ship. Then the Newtonian equations of motion for the system of 
( p + 1)-objects (planets and rescue ship) have the form 
Y” =F(yl+ @WY? 4 
x” = Gt y, 2) + B,u. (7,) 
Here ZL denotes the control thrust, with a restraint i u j < E, which determines 
9 for a given E > 0, and B, is a constant nonsingular matrix determined by 
the geometry of the engines of the rescue ship. The physieal constant OL > 0 
is the gravitational mass of the rescue ship. Notice that this perturbs the 
dynamics of the original astronomical system slightly if 01 > 0. 
We shall assume that the gravitational mass of the derelict is effectively zero 
and that the derelict follows a trajectory of the free ship dynamics Z” = 
G( y, z). Also we assume that the functions F, G, and N are P-differentiable 
functions in all R3P i< R3, after suitable modifications near the collision 
singularities which are always avoided in our physical problem. 
Finally we shall assume that y(t) and the rescue trajectory z(t) always lie 
within a bounded subset of R3p and R3, and consequently y”(t), a”(tj and 
r’(t), z’(t) are also uniformly bounded. This reasonable astronomica condition 
is the motivation for our theory of abstract control dynamics on a compact 
manifold EV. (For another related illustration of a compact phase manifold 
W’see 17, pp. 285-2871.) 
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2. Basic Hypotheses for Gravitational Mass 01 = 0 
Let us first consider the capture problem when 01 = 0, that is, the rescue 
ship has negligible gravitational mass and does not influence the major 
p-bodies. Later we shall consider the capture problem for small 01 > 0. 
In the case oi = 0, the dynamical equations decouple and we can assume 
that y(r) is a known bounded solution of y” q = F(y). Then our control 
dynamical system 
X” = G( 3’(t), Z) + B<u 
can be written as 
x’ = f@, t, 4 = (G& .,) + Bu 
where x = 6,) and B = (i,). Furthermore, this system yields rescue trajec- 
tories in a compact subset W of R3 x RY. 
With the usual Euclidean metric on R3 x R3, utilizing the distance and 
velocity norms in Newtonian dynamics, the space Wis a compact Riemannian 
manifold. However W has a boundary in R3 x R3 in this astronomical model, 
and hence our general theory of control and capture is not immediately 
applicable. 
In our general theory we simplified the conceptual framework to the space 
of a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary. It would be possible 
to modify our entire discussion to allow for a boundary in space. For example, 
we could require that the free motion of the rescue ship preserves the 
boundary as an invariant set (say, an invariant set defined by certain energy 
or momentum integrals), and the controlled motion always steers the ship 
from the boundary into the compact space. With these restrictions we could 
introduce the conservation, almost-periodicity, and uniform controllability 
hypotheses in order to achieve the desired control and capture conclusions. 
Instead of following these suggestions in all detail, we prefer to analyze 
only the uniform controllability hypothesis in the compact subset TV of 
R3 x R3, following the approach of an earlier study of the authors [7J These 
results on controllability obtained below, together with suitable assumptions 
on the conservative and almost-periodic nature of the free motion, enable us to 
affirm that capture of the derelict (which we assume remains always in W) is 
possible. 
By using the known bounded functiony(t) we verify thatf(x, t, u) and also 
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are all bounded Cm-functions in lV x R x Q and so f~ C,r( l&’ x R x -Q). 
We also note here, for use later, that a”f,/%rs is also a bounded C”-function in 
IV x R x Q. In fact, we could modify F and G outside some compact sets 
so that f and the above four derivatives are bounded everywhere in 
X6 x R x i2. 
We now proceed to examine the conservation hypothesis, the almost- 
periodicky hypothesis, and the uniform controllability hypothesis for the 
control dynamical system (8). First we note that the free motion of the rescue 
ship satisfies 
in IX By direct computation we have 
so the conservation hypothesis holds. Also we see that ffx, t, 0) is almost 
periodic in t if the given solution y(t) of the p-body problem 3”’ = F( ;v) is 
almost periodic in t. 
In order to examine the uniform controllability hypothesis it is convenient 
to simplify the discussion, and introduce greater generality, by considering 
x’ =f(x, t,u) =f(x, t) f Bu (9 
for x in a compact region IV C P, and u in a compact neighborhood L2 of the 
origin in Rm. We assume that J is a P-function on X” x R x ,Q and that the 
functions f, $/flsx, FJfia 9, and af/!at are uniformly bounded. Furthermore we 
assume a local controllability condition [7, Theorern 3] 
i de@, A@, , t@ll 3 C > 0 
for all (x0 , t,) E IV1 j: R, where IX1 is a compact neighborhood of IV. Were 
z4(Lq,, to) = (L$‘&)(x,, , f,) and j is a positive constant. This local controllability 
condition obviously holds for our model (8) since the matrix B, is nonsingular. 
Under these conditions, Corollary 1 of Theorem 3 [7] guarantees the 
existence of a radius q = 9(x,, , to, T) > 0 for x0 E W, t, E R and T > 0, 
such that the controlled trajectories ~([u], x,, , to ; to + Tj lie within IV, and 
they completely fill the q-ball (which also lies in IVi) about the free endpoint 
CPWI~ 50 3 to ; to + T). We now proceed to show that for 0 < 7 .< 7. , (where 
7. is some small positive number) the function q can be chosen independently 
of x0 E Wand to E R, that is q = ~(7). 
We follow closely the development of [7, Theorem 31. For each x0 E It’ 
and ta E R we construct a family of admissible controllers zl(q , to ~ 5, t) 
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on to < t d to + 7. , where u depends on a real n-vector f with 1 f j < S, for 
some small 6 > 0. Furthermore u is an admissible controller, that is 
i u(t)] < E, and u is a P-function in all arguments. The precise definition 
fixes u as a linear function of E according to the specifications 
a24 
gj = BW1(xo , to ) ty, +o I to, 0, t) = 0, 
where @(x,, , & , t) is the fundamental matrix solution of 
wo , to , q = g (p([Ol, x0 ,to , t), t). I (10) 
Notice that 0(x,, , to , to) = A(x, , o t ) and that D, Cp and u are P-functions 
for all x0 E IV, to E R and t = t, + 7 with 0 < 7 < r. . Also the corre- 
sponding responses of (9), which we shall denote by v(f, x0 , to, t) or 
&, x0, to, to + T), are also Cm-functions. 
Now use the Implicit Function Theorem for the map 
for each fixed x0 E IV, to E R and 7 with 0 < T < r. . We know by the analysis 
of [7, Theorem 31 that the Jacobian 
Jbo , to 7 7) = 3 (0, x0 ) to ; to + T) 
is nonsingular, which guarantees the existence of the 7) = r)(x, , to , T) > 0 
mentioned above. In order to obtain the uniform radius T(T), as required in 
the uniform controllability hypothesis, we must verify the following determi- 
nantal bounds which are relevant for the Implicit Function Theorem [I]: 
(9 I J(xo, to, ~>l and I J-‘(~0 , 0, t T)i are uniformly bounded on the 
domain ‘ro E W, t,, E R and for each fixed 7, 0 < r < 70. And also 
(ii) ww (6 x0, o , ‘o t . f + T) is uniformly bounded on the domain 
1 6 / ,( S/2, x0 E W, to E R for each fixed 7, 0 < 7 < r. . 
In order to establish the bounds on the determinant ) J I, we differentiate 
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with respect to E to obtain (see [2] or [3] for example) 
with initial data J(+, , t, , 0) = ($$@)(O, x0 , t, , to) = 0. Equation (10) 
implies that D is uniformly bounded for L~0 E W and t, E R. Since 
@(.?I > to , to i T) is very close to the identity matrix for suitably small 7c > 0, 
the inverse Q-i is uniformly bounded, hence we conclude that / J ) is uni- 
formly bounded in (x0, t,) for each fixed 7. 
In order to determine the required bound for j J-r 1 we must determine a 
lower bound for / J j. For this we must use the local controllability condition 
! det[B, -4(x,, t,)B] 3 5 > 0, W) 
where Jr,, , to) = ($/&)(x,, , to). 
By solving Equation (11) with the prescribed initial conditions, we get 
I@0 > to ) 4 
= @(“!I , 0 , 0 t t + 7) fT @-y.Q , t,, , t, -1- s) BBW-1(x, ) to , to f S)T ds. 
‘0 
Since CD is very near the identity matrix for 0 < T < 70 I we need 
only compute bounds for 
P(T) = joT aJ-1(x0 ) to ) to + s) BBTcD-yr, ) to , to + sy- ds, 
which is a positive semidefinite matrix since the integrand is also. By using 
the relations CD’ = 13~0 and (P-l)’ = --@-ID we can compute the Taylor 
series expansion for the integrand and we get 
P(T) = s,’ [BB’ - SD, + ; D, + R(s)] ds, 
where D, = ABBT + BBTAT, 
D, = 2ABBTAT -+ A2BBT + BBT(A2)T _ EBBT - BEYET, 
E = g (Jco , to , fo) 
and R(s) is the remainder term in the Taylor expansion. We shall now estimate 
lower bounds for c’P(-r)c, where c denotes an arbitrary unit n-vector. 
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First we note that if cTB f 0, then the term L=BBTc = / cTB /a dominates 
for small s > 0 and so c~P(T)c > 0. Also if ~~3 = 0, so BTc = 0, then the 
quadratic term dominates the integrand for suitably small s > 0 so 
cTP(7)c = jT (sQT4BBTA=c] + c=R(s)c) ds 
0 
= 
s 
T{s2 j c=AB I2 + cTR(s)c) ds > 0, 
0 
where we use the fact that if cTB = 0, then cTAB # 0, which is a conse- 
quence of the controllability condition (12). Hence, c*P(~)c > 0 for all c in 
the unit sphere S-l. However, we must find a lower bound for c’P(~)c that 
is independent of x0 E W, to E R, and c E LPI, provided 7 is fixed, 0 < r < r. . 
On the closed subset of the unit sphere Sri-l defined by cTB = 0 the con- 
trollability condition (12) implies that there is a ,B > 0 such the 
It follows then that for a suitably small 71 , 0 < ~-r < ~a , one has 
cTP(T)c = jT (3 j cTAB l2 + -..> ds > 0.2~~p 
0 
for 0 < T ,< 71 and for all x0 E W, to E R, and any c E S”-i with cTB = 0. 
Hence there is a neighborhood U of the locus cTB = 0 in P-l, with 
CTP(T)C > 0.1 G/P f or c E LT. Moreover, U can be chosen independent of 
x0 E IV, t, E R since the gradient of cTP(~)c on P-l has a finite upper bound. 
On S7L-L - U we have a lower bound 1 cTB 1% > y > 0. Thus for 
c E ,!P-l - U, we have 
c=P(~)c = IT {[ cTB I2 + . ..) ds > 0.5~ 
‘0 
for 7.2 small and 0 < 7 < r’z < Q-~ , and for all x0 E IV, to E R. Hence 
c’P(~)c > min(0.5 my, 0.1 T~,P) > 0 for all x0 E W, to E R, and for 
0 < 7 < 72 _ This estimate provides the required lower bound for 1 J 1 and 
thus an upper bound for 1 J-l 1. 
Finally, we turn to the estimate (ii) for the second derivative cP~[~~~. 
However an upper bound for ) 6”q/i?[” I, when j 5 1 < 812, x0 E TV, to E R, 
and fixed 7, 0 < T < 70, is easy to compute from the differential equations 
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where (&JJ/?[)(~, x0, t, , to) = 0 (for 7 = 0), and 
where (Zsp/B$)([, x0, toI t,) -= 0 (for 7 = 0). 
These estimates (i) and (ii) above guarantee the existence of the uniform 
controllability radius ~(7) > 0, independent of r0 E IV, t, E R, as demanded 
for the hypothesis UC for system (9). 
3. Perturbations Caused by the Mass of the Rescue Shr$ 
Let us return to the control dynamical system 
y” = F(y) + &(y, .z) 
z” = G( J’, 2) + Bp. (7J 
where y: Z, and u have the interpretation described above, and 01 >, 0 is the 
gravitational mass of the rescueship. In Sections 1 and 2 above, we analyzed 
the uniform controllability and the consequent capture for the case x = 0. 
Now we wish to consider the case CI. > 0 by a perturbation argument and 
show that capture is always possible. We shall assume that the dereiict foIlows 
the free dynamical system w” = G( y, zu). However, because of the coupling 
term H( y, z), we see that for cx > 0, any control term u(t) will not only affect 
x, but it will also affect y and consequently ZU. Hence for 01 > 0 the trajectory 
of the derelict depends on the control we choose for the rescue ship. 
For our analysis it will be convenient to rewrite (7=j and ,w” = G( _I, a) as 
a first-order system 
p’ = f(P) + 4p, O), (14.1) 
9’ = g(P, Q) + B% (14.2) 
R’ = g(P, R), (14.3) 
u-here P =. ($), Q = (it), R -= ($), f(P) = (&,,), h(P, Q) = (H&J, 
g(P, Q) = (,,‘,:,,) and B z- (iI). If 01 = 0 and P(t) is a known solution of 
(14. l), then Equation (14.2) reduces to Equation (8) and R is then completely 
determined by the initial conditions (R,, to). This case is studied in Section 2. 
As before we shall assume that the solutions of Equation (14) remain in a 
compact set K in the S = (P, Q, R) space for any n, 0 < a < z,, ? and any 
measurable controller u(t) with 1 u(t)] < B for the finite time duration 
employed below. The controllability problem can then be formulated as 
follows: Given any initial state (PO , 0, , R,) in K and any initial time f0 , 
find and admissible controller z~(t) defined on a time interval f, < t -< t, + p 
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such that QU(rO + ?) = R,(ts + p’)* Here (Pa(t), Q&(i), &(t)) denotes the 
corresponding controlled solution of (14,) passing through (B,, , Q, , B,) at 
time to . 
The first assumption we now make is that the controllability problem is 
solvable for 01 = 0 and that the time for capture T can be chosen independent 
of the initial data in accord with our earlier analysis. Since the solutions of 
Equation (14,) depend continuously on 01, it follows that any initial state 
(P, , Q,, , R,) in K can be “approximately controlled” during a time interval T, 
provi&d the gravitational mass 01 > 0 is sufficiently small. That is, if us(t) 
is the controller that effects capture in the case 01 = 0 and if 5’,(t) = 
(P&t), QJt), R,(t)) denotes the corresponding controlled solution (with 
u = u,(t)) of Equation (14,), then I( Q&(t,, + T) - $(tO + T)ll can be made 
small provided 01 > 0 is sufficiently small. More precisely, given any 6, > 0 
there is an 01~ > 0 such that I( Q,Jts + T) - R,(t, + T)jj < 6, provided 
0 < 01< 011; moreover, because of the compactness of K, 01~ can be chosen 
independent of the initial state (P, , Q0 , R,) in K. 
Thus we have reduced the controllability problem to a local problem where 
the initial states of the pursuit ship Q, and the derelict ship R, are close 
together. Furthermore, the difference Ij Q0 - R,, /I can be prescribed arbi- 
trarily small and thereafter the mass-bound 01~ > 0 can be further reduced for 
local control maneuvers. 
The following local controllability theorem will now complete our analysis 
for the case 01 > 0 and show that capture occurs in a time duration less than 
T+ 1. 
THEOREM 4. Consider the d#erential system 
P’ = f(P) -/- ckh(P, Q) 
8’ = g(P, 9) + Bu (143 
R’ = g(P, R) 
on a compact set K in the (P, Q, R)-vector space, where f, g, and h are Cm- 
functions, 0 < 01 and B is a constant matrix Assume that 
rank[B,goB] = dimQ 
on K, whereg, = ag/aQ. 
Then there is an 01 > 0 and a 8, = S,(t,,) > 0 such that any initial state 
(P,, , Q0 , R,,) in K with )I Q0 - R,, /I < 8, admits a controller u(t) on 
causing Qoi(tO + 1) = RJt,, + 1). Here (P,(t), Q=(t), R,(t)) denotes the corre- 
spending controlled solutions of (14,) passing through (P, , Q0 , R,) at time t0 
andO<ol<a,. 
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The controllability condition rank [B> goB] = dim Q is satisfied by our 
system (7m) when the matrix BI is nonsingular. 
PM. Let (P(t), Q(t), R(t)) d enote the free solution of equation (Irl,), 
where u = 0, passing through S, == (P, , 0, , &) at time t, . Let 
D(a, t) = T$ (P(t), Q(ti), 
and let @(a, t) be the fundamental matrix solution of 
d@ 
_ = D(ct, tp, 
dt 
@(ozI to) = I. 
For a real fz-vector E (n = dimQ) we define u = u(ar, [, t) by 
u(a!, 0, t) = 0, 
and let 
s(a, 6, so , t) = (+, E, So, t), Q(a, E, So > 9, R(a, 5, so > t>) 
denote the corresponding controlled solution of Equation (14,) passing 
through S, at time t, . It is easy to verify that there is a y > 0 and 01,, > 0 
suchthatif/e[ ~y,O~~ol,(~,andt,~tdt,+i,thenIu(ol,E,t)ie~, 
that is u is an admissible controller. We now restrict l and iy. to this range for 
the remainder of the argument. 
Next consider the function 
We will now show that there is an a1 > 0 and a S, > 0 such that if S’s = 
(PO, Q0 , I?,,) is any initial state in K with 11 Q, - R, /] < 8, then there is a 
mapping E = [(R,) such that 
r(a, Woj, so, to + 1) = 0, for 0 < a < 01~ . !W 
The validity of Equation. (15) f or a = 0 is a consequence of the theory 
described in Section 2 above. (Also see [7, Corollary 2, p. 2801) In greater 
detail, we note that for 01 = 0 the function R(0, E, S, , t) does not depend 
on ;4. Hence 
ar 
- = g (0, 6, so 9 to + 11, x 
and at 5 = 0, ar/a[ = ], where J is the Jacobian defined in Section 2, and as 
shown there J is nonsingular. It follows then that as E ranges over the ball 
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1 t j < y, Q(0, f, &, t,, + 1) covers a ball of radius q = yl(S,, , to) > 0 
centered at Q(0, 0, S,, , to + 1). More precisely, the mapping 
is a homeomorphism of sufficiently small ball j f ( < y’ onto a set in the 
Q-space that includes a ball of radius 7 centered at Q(0, 0, S,, , to + 1). By 
using the arguments of Section 2 (or more simply the argument of 
[7, Corollary 2, p. 2801) together with the compactness of K, one can easily 
show that q q = q(t,J > 0 can be chosen independent of S,, in K. Next the 
continuity of the solutions of (14.3,) imply that there is a 6’ = S’(t,) > 0 
with the property that 
II R(0, 0, So, to + 1) - Q(0, 0, So, to + l>il < 1;1 
provided /j R. - Q, /I < 6’. Since R(0, 5, So, to + 1) does not depend on 5, 
it follows that there is a mapping E = fo(Ro), defined for /i R, - Q. i] < 8’, 
such that equation (15) holds when a: = 0. 
Since (W/&J)(ol, f, So , to + 1) is continuous in all arguments, 
is nonsingular when &(R,) is suitably small. Hence Eq. (15) follows from 
our friend the Implicit Function Theorem [I]. Q.E.D. 
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